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Rare intermediate fossils give researchers
insight into evolution of bird-like DINOSAUR

Discovery fills in missing link in
evolutionary transition of
alvarezsaurs (new species of
Dinosaur)
An international team of
researchers discovered a
new species of dinosaur,
Xiyunykus pengi, during
an expedition in Xinjiang,
China. The discovery is the
latest stemming from a
partnership between the
George Washington University and the Chinese Academy
of Sciences. The findings were
published today in Current Biology along with the description
of a second new intermediate
species, Bannykus wulatensis.
Xiyunykus
and
Bannykus
{specie of dinosaur found in

China; new evolution in history of
Dinosours} are both alvarezsaurs,
an enigmatic group of dinosaurs
that share many characteristics with birds. Their bodies are
slender, with a bird-like skull and
many small teeth instead of the
usual large, sharp cutting teeth
of their meat-eating relatives.

with the exterior of its nine compartments donning new look, as
the traditional dark blue colour
coaches had been completely replaced and repainted with
traditional Mithila art work, also
called Madhubani painting, to
The Bihar Sampark Kranti Ex- give them a vibrant look. It is a
press that chugged into a Delhi unique experiment to promote
railway station on Friday was a the local art and culture on a
visual treat. Its nine coaches are larger canvas and expose the
adorned with Mithila art. The railway passengers to a different
train started from Darbhanga type of artwork.
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A single image shows 15,000 GALAXIES
captured by NASA telescope
Astronomers using the NASA’s captured approximately 15,000
Hubble Space Telescope have galaxies, about 12,000 of which
are forming stars, in a single mosaic. Hubble’s ultraviolet vision
was used to track star-birth over
the last 11 billion years, which
happened about 3 billion years
after the Big Bang. Hubble was
launched in low-Earth orbit in
1990 and is still operational.
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Once a Train now a piece of art of artwork

NIKE USING GANG

Lessons you can learn

from its website after Twitter users accused the company of “targeting gang culture for profit”. A
widely circulated image showed
a black model wearing the headgear, which included straps that
some twitter users compared to
holsters. A twitter user tweeted
“Now Nike is endorsing gun and
knife crime, as well as enforcing
racial profiting. Well Done!!!!”

Indian ‘What you said is unforgivable’: BJP tears into Rahul
Gandhi for comments on RSS,
says he should apologise. For
the second time on Friday, the
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
Launched a scathing attack on
Congress president Rahul Gandhi over his comments in Hamburg, Germany. BJP spokesper- Indian culture and said that he
son Sambit Patra asked Rahul should apologies for his comif he had taken supari to attack ments.

Coconut oil is ‘PURE POISON,’ Harvard professor says in talk on nutrition

Harvard professor Karin Michales has said that coconut
water is “pure poison”, adding
it’s “one of the worst things that
you can eat”. Michales based her

warning on its 86% of saturated
fat content, known to raise bad
cholesterol levels and the risk of
cardiovascular disease.
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THROUGH OUR EYE, FOR YOUR MIND
One of the most interesting
things about The Orchids
is the broad diversity of its
brain power. This issue
highlights that span of
creativity. The student team
has used their researching
skills to bring you news from
all over the world. When you
need a break from what’s
happening around you, put
your thinking cap on and try
those puzzle and quiz meant
only for your smart minds.
Happy Reading!

-Taniya Garyali
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LESSONS YOU CAN LEARN
FROM JUNGLE BOOK

1. Respect the environment
We are one of many. Every
species contributes something
to nature, so respect the species that inhabits this world
that we live in.
2. Family is more than just
blood
Little Mowgli arrived in the
jungle and was protected by
Bhagheera and Raksha, the
panther and the wolf. It was
not their job to protect him but
they did it anyway. Without
belonging to the same bloodline, they cared for each other.
So know that your friends who
love and care for you are just

your brothers from another
mother and sisters from
another mister.
3. Seek it out, leave your
problem aside
It’s the luxury of life, health,
happiness, comfort that brings
us peace. The nature and tranquility shapes our ideas and
captures the most important
moments of our lives.
4. Resentment is too heavy to
carry
Sher Khan wants to kill Mowgli only because a few humans
harmed him on one occasion
but that doesn’t mean the rest

live in. Even when you feel
you might not have a choice. If
you choose not to do anything
about your problems, you are
5. There’s nothing like having making a choice and giving the
power in someone else’s hand
friends
Mowgli goes around mak- to make decisions for you. You
ing friends but knows that can’t blame them for choosing
Bhagheera the panther and things you don’t like.
Baloo the bear are his faithful friends. They ensure each
other’s safety, they provide
for each other, challenge each
other’s abilities, and most importantly they never betray
each other.
will act in a similar fashion.
Resentment is too heavy of a
burden to carry.

6. Everyone gets a choice
Mowgli knows that his knowledge as a human can be used
to improve or destroy an entire ecosystem but he chooses
not to destroy the environment that he and his friends
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THE DIVERSITY OF ART
The beats of a pakhawaj, the
intensity of a theatrical act, or
the beauty of a brush stroke, art
in all its forms inspires thought,
motivates action, and uplifts the
soul. Sitting at the intersection
of race, class, religion, nationality and gender, art surpasses
all limitations. The promotion
of intercultural dialogue fosters
authentic cross-border relationships. Artistic initiatives often
provide a counter-narrative to
social prejudices and stereotypes. In a society to replace
with terror and conflict, the arts

can be instrumental in creating
a more peaceful world. Culture
plays a major role in the nation-building process. India has
many unique heritage of diverse
indigenous art forms. Amid this
lies the potential of using art
for forging an inclusive development discourse.

Fun Time
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World News

When the moon throws shade, the
weather can change

Tongcang Li and Joghoon Ahn
have created a tiny dumbbell
and levitated this nano particle
in vacuum and made it to rotate at high speed in an attempt
to study quantum mechanics.
Researchers have created the

fastest man-made rotor in the
world. At more than 60 billion
revolutions per minute, this
machine is more than 100,000
times faster than a high-speed
dental drill.
The laser can work in a straight
line or in a circle - when it’s linear, the dumbbell vibrates, and
when it’s circular, the dumbbell
spins.
A spinning dumbbell functions
as a rotor while the vibrating
dumbbell measures tiny forces
and torques, known as a torsion
balance.

Google launches tool to show users
time spent on YouTube

Google on Monday launched a
new tool that will show users
the amount of time they spend
on its video-sharing platform
YouTube. It has created a ‘Time
watched’ profile that will show

users their ‘daily average watch
time’ along with time spent on
the website over the past 7 days.
It will be available when users
are signed into YouTube.

AIR POLLUTION LOWERS BRAIN FUNCTION:

Study on 32,000 people

Long-term exposure to air pollution can significantly lower brain
function, which reflects in decreased verbal and mathematics scores, according to a new
study. It is based on the analysis
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of cognitive test scores of nearly 32,000 people between 2010
and 2014 in China. Researchers
claimed that the average impact
was equivalent to having lost a
year of the person’s education.
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ASIAN GAMES 2018: NEERAJ CHOPRA’S
chequered life of changing coaches and
conquering dream distances

Taekwondo Championship, Masjid Bunder

ORCHIDS The International
School, Masjid Bunder, partici-

Neeraj Chopra was not always
blessed with Bollywood kind of
looks with his long mane flowing
each time he hurls the spear high
and far into the air. There was a
time when he was nearly-obese
and often teased by his friends.
He tipped the scales at 80kg at
the age of 11, before he was convinced to train and lose weight.
Exercises and training followed,
though the purpose was still
to lose weight. Not only did

he lose weight, but also became proficient with his javelin
throwing. He had the natural
ability to throw the spear in
just the manner it was meant
to be thrown and as it was
done by hunters of the yore.
The big change for Neeraj and
Indian javelin came in 2016
when the Athletics Federation of
India brought in Australian Gary
Calvert as the javelin coach.

MANJIT SINGH wins Asiad gold in 800m, 9th
gold for INDIA

US Open: Top-Ranked Simona Halep Crashes
Out Of First Round
It was a second straight firstround exit at Flushing Meadows
for Romania’s Simona Halep,
who lost her opening match to
Maria Sharapova last year.
World number one Simona
Halep was swept aside 6-2, 6-4
by 44th-ranked Kaia Kanepi on
Monday, the first top-seeded
woman ever to lose in the US
Open first round. It was a second
straight first-round exit at Flushing Meadows for Romania’s
Halep, who lost her opening
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India’s 28-year-old sprinter
Manjit Singh won the gold medal in the men’s 800m event at
the 2018 Asian Games, securMS Dhoni is
the
ing the ninth gold for the coun_______
captain of
try. Another Indian sprinter
Indian Crick
et Team
Jinson Johnson, who is ranked
first in Asia, won the silver at
• 41 th
the event. Meanwhile, Dutee in the women’s 200m finals,
• 35 th
Chand secured herself a place while Hima Das was disqualified.
• 31 th
• 34 th

Which political party
does Sri Ajit Singh
represent?

okia’s
Name the N
ne operatmobile pho
ing system

• Rashtriya Lok Dal
• Samta Party
• Samajwadi Party
• Jan Lok Dal
Which was th
e India’s
first schedule
d
airline?
• Air India
• Tata Airlines
• Air Birla
• Indian Airlin
es

pated in the 6th state open
Taekwondo Championship.
Total number of thirty- four students participated in the event
in which Girls-9 and Boys-25. All
the students performed at neck
to neck level and showcased
their sportsmanship by acquiring medals at different levels.
Congratulations to the winners.

• Android
• Windows
• Symbian
• JAVA

match to Maria Sharapova last
year. The French Open champion had no answer for Kanepi’s
powerful groundstrokes.

Quiz time !
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Arab Lead
ullah
• King Abd
i
ar Gaddaf
• Muamm
ubaraK
• Hosni M
l-Assad
• Bashar-a

Wal-Mart in In
dia is
associated wit
h
• Big Bazaar
• Spencer’s Re
tail
• Easy Day Sto
res
• Spur Retail

